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Introduction: ZK Proofs
- ... are basic crypto primitives
  - Used in Identification Schemes (e.g., Direct Anonymous Attestation and Anonymous Credentials), Group Signatures, e-Cash, Secure Multiparty Computation, ...
- ... are based on efficient \( \Sigma \)-protocols
- ... have to be implemented “by hand”
  - Time-Consuming, Error-Prone, Skill gap between Cryptographers & Programmers, ...
- Goal: Automatize design & implementation

CACE ZK Toolbox: FEATURES
- Support of (almost) all ZK proofs used in practice
  - Protocols: Sigma-Phi, Sigma-Exp, Damgård-Fujsaki
- Arbitrary Compositions: AND, OR, Threshold Structures
- Compilation to non-interactive ZK proofs (NIZK)
- Integrated optimization techniques
- Integrated, fully automatic, formal verification
  - First (and only) self-certifying zero-knowledge compiler
- Multiple output targets
  - Documentation: LaTeX
  - Code: C, Java (coming soon)
- Available online: http://zkc.cace-project.eu

CACE ZK Toolbox: ARCHITECTURE

CACE ZK Toolbox: PUBLICATIONS
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